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The magic 
of randomization
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Why randomize?

Fundamental problem 
of causal inference

Individual-level effects are impossible to observe!

There are no individual counterfactuals!

δi = Y 1
i − Y 0

i in real life is δi = Y 1
i −???
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Why randomize?

Comparing average outcomes only works 
if groups that received/didn't receive 

treatment look the same

δ = (Ȳ  | P = 1) − (Ȳ  | P = 0)
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Why randomize?
With big enough samples, the magic of randomization 

helps make comparison groups comparable
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Observational DAG Experimental DAG

RCTs and DAGs

When you do() X, delete all arrows into X; confounders don't in�uence treatment!

E[Malaria infection rate | do(Mosquito net)]
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How to randomize?
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Random assignment

Coins

Dice

Unbiased lottery

Random numbers + threshold

Atmospheric noise
random.org
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How big of a sample?
A training program causes incomes to rise by $40

Person Group Before After Difference
295 Control 122.09 229.04 106.95
126 Treatment 205.60 199.84 -5.76
400 Control 133.25 130.40 -2.85
94 Treatment 270.11 206.56 -63.54
250 Control 344.37 222.89 -121.49
59 Treatment 312.41 268.06 -44.35
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Enroll 10 participants Enroll 200 participants

Power
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What's the right sample size?
Use a statistical power calculator to 

make sure you can potentially detect an effect
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How to analyze RCTs
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How to analyze RCTs
Surprisingly easy, statistically!

Step 1: Check that key demographics 
and other confounders are balanced

Step 2: Find difference in average outcome 
in treatment and control groups
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Example RCT
imaginary_program

## # A tibble: 800 x 6
##    person treatment   age sex    income_after male_num
##     <int> <chr>     <dbl> <chr>         <dbl>    <dbl>
##  1    498 Control      45 Female         179.        0
##  2    308 Treatment    37 Male           247.        1
##  3    677 Control      35 Female         369.        0
##  4     31 Treatment    39 Female         203.        0
##  5    543 Control      36 Female         190.        0
##  6    434 Control      30 Female         278.        0
##  7    234 Treatment    28 Male           356.        1
##  8    272 Treatment    45 Male           260.        1
##  9    523 Control      49 Female         174.        0
## 10    649 Control      49 Male           224.        1
## # … with 790 more rows
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1. Check balance
imaginary_program %>% 
  group_by(treatment) %>% 
  summarize(avg_age = mean(age),
            prop_male = mean(sex == "Male"))

## # A tibble: 2 x 3
##   treatment avg_age prop_male
##   <chr>       <dbl>     <dbl>
## 1 Control      35.1     0.562
## 2 Treatment    35.1     0.512
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ggplot(imaginary_program, 
       aes(x = treatment, y = age, 
           color = treatment)) +
  stat_summary(geom = "pointrange", 
               fun.data = "mean_se", 
               fun.args = list(mult=1.96)) +
  guides(color = FALSE) +
  labs(x = NULL, y = "Age")

1. Check balance
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ggplot(imaginary_program, 
       aes(x = treatment, y = male_num, 
           color = treatment)) +
  stat_summary(geom = "pointrange", 
               fun.data = "mean_se", 
               fun.args = list(mult=1.96)) +
  guides(color = FALSE) +
  labs(x = NULL, y = "Proportion male")

1. Check balance
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Group means

## # A tibble: 2 x 2
##   treatment avg_outcome
##   <chr>           <dbl>
## 1 Control          205.
## 2 Treatment        251.

251 - 205

## [1] 46

Regression

rct_model <- lm(income_after ~ treatment, 
                data = imaginary_program)
tidy(rct_model)

## # A tibble: 2 x 3
##   term               estimate std.error
##   <chr>                 <dbl>     <dbl>
## 1 (Intercept)           205.       3.66
## 2 treatmentTreatment     46.0      5.17

2. Calculate difference

imaginary_program %>% 
  group_by(treatment) %>% 
  summarize(avg_outcome = mean(income_after))
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ggplot(imaginary_program, 
       aes(x = treatment, 
           y = income_after, 
           color = treatment)) +
  stat_summary(geom = "pointrange", 
               fun.data = "mean_se", 
               fun.args = list(mult=1.96)) +
  guides(color = FALSE) +
  labs(x = NULL, y = "Income")

2a. Show difference
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Should you control for stuff?

No!
All arrows into the treatment node are removed; 

there's theoretically no confounding!
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The "gold" standard
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Types of research

Experimental studies vs. 
observational studies

Which is better?
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RCTs are great!

Super impractical to do 
all the time though!
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"Gold standard"

"Gold standard" implies that all 
causal inferences will be valid it 

you do the experiment right

We don't care if studies are experimental or not

We care if our causal inferences are valid

RCTs are a helpful baseline/rubric for other methods
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Moving to Opportunity
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Selection 
Treatment and control 

groups are comparable; 
people don't self-select

Trends 
Maturation, secular 
trends, seasonality, 

regression to the mean 
all generally average out

RCTs and validity

Randomization �xes a ton of 
internal validity issues
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RCTs and validity

RCTs don't �x attrition!
Worst threat to internal validity for RCTs

If attrition is correlated 
with treatment, that's bad

People might drop out because of the treatment, 
or because they got/didn't get into the control group
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Addressing attrition
Recruit as effectively as possible

You don't just want weird/WEIRD participants

Get people on board
Get participants invested in the experiment

Collect as much baseline information as possible
Check for randomization of attrition
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RCTs and validity
Randomization failures

Check baseline pre-data

Noncompliance
Some people assigned to treatment won't take it; 

some people assigned to control will take it

Intent-to-treat (ITT) vs. Treatment-on-the-treated (TTE)
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Other limitations

RCTs don't magically �x construct validity 
or statistical conclusion validity

RCTs de�nitely don't 
magically �x external validity
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When to randomly assign
Demand for treatment exceeds supply

Treatment will be phased in over time

Treatment is in equipoise (genuine uncertainty)

Local culture open to randomization

When you're a nondemocratic monopolist

When people won't know (and it's ethical!)

When lotteries are going to happen anyway
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When to not randomly assign
When you need immediate results

When it's unethical or illegal

When it's something that happened in the past

When it involves universal ongoing phenomena
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Adjustment 
with matching
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Why match?

Reduce model dependence
Imbalance → model dependence → researcher discretion → bias

Compare apples to apples

It's a way to adjust for backdoors!
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β0E2
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β0E2Outcome = β0 + β1Education + β2Treatmentβ0E2
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Outcome = β0 + β1Education + β2Education2 + β3Treatment
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β0E2
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β0E2Outcome = β0 + β1Education + β2Treatmentβ0E2
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Outcome = β0 + β1Education + β2Education2 + β3Treatment
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How do we know that we can remove these points?
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General process for matching

Step 1. Preprocessing
Do something to guess or model the assignment to treatment

Use what you know about the DAG to inform this guessing!

Step 2. Estimation
Use the new trimmed/preprocessed data to build a model, 

calculate difference in means, etc.
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Different methods

Nearest neighbor matching (NN)
Mahalanobis distance / Euclidean distance

Propensity score matching (PSM)

Inverse probability weighting (IPW)
(and lots of other methods we're not covering!)
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Nearest neighbor matching

Find untreated observations that are 
very close/similar to treated 

observations based on confounders

Lots of mathy ways to measure distance
Mahalanobis and Euclidean distance are fairly common
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Tried to prove brain size
differences between castes;

low-key eugenicist

Matching and eugenics

Prasanta Chandra Mahalanobis
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Potential problems with matching
Nearest neighbor matching can be greedy!

Solution: Don't throw everything away!
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Propensity scores

Predict the probability of
assignment to treatment using a model

Logistic regression, probit regression, machine learning, etc.

Here's logistic regression:

log = β0 + β1Education + β2Age
pTreated

1 − pTreated
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model_transmission <- glm(am ~ mpg, data = mtcars, family = binomial(link = "logit"))

log = β0 + β1MPG
pManual

1 − pManual
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tidy(model_transmission)

tidy(model_transmission, 
     exponentiate = TRUE)

## # A tibble: 2 x 5
##   term        estimate std.error statistic p.value
##   <chr>          <dbl>     <dbl>     <dbl>   <dbl>
## 1 (Intercept)   -6.60      2.35      -2.81 0.00498
## 2 mpg            0.307     0.115      2.67 0.00751

## # A tibble: 2 x 5
##   term        estimate std.error statistic p.value
##   <chr>          <dbl>     <dbl>     <dbl>   <dbl>
## 1 (Intercept)  0.00136     2.35      -2.81 0.00498
## 2 mpg          1.36        0.115      2.67 0.00751

Log odds (default coef�cient unit of measurement; fairly uninterpretable)

Odds ratios (eβ; centered around 1: 1.5 means 50% more likely; 0.75 means 25% less likely)
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## # A tibble: 32 x 3
##      mpg    am .fitted
##    <dbl> <dbl>   <dbl>
##  1  21       1  0.461 
##  2  21       1  0.461 
##  3  22.8     1  0.598 
##  4  21.4     0  0.492 
##  5  18.7     0  0.297 
##  6  18.1     0  0.260 
##  7  14.3     0  0.0986
##  8  24.4     0  0.708
##  9  22.8     0  0.598 
## 10  19.2     0  0.330 
## # … with 22 more rows

 
 
 

Row 7 is highly unlikely to be manual (1)

Row 8 is highly likely to be manual

Plug all the values of MPG into the model and �nd the predicted probability of manual transmission

augment(model_transmission, data = mtcars, type.predict = "response")
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Propensity score matching

Super popular method

There are mathy reasons why it's not great 
for matching for identi�cation purposes

Propensity scores are �ne! 
Using them for matching isn't!
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Weighting
Make some observations more important than others

Young Middle Old
Population 30% 40% 30%
Sample 60% 30% 10%
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Weighting
Make some observations more important than others

Young Middle Old
Population 30% 40% 30%
Sample 60% 30% 10%

Weight  30 / 60  
0.5

 40 / 30  
1.333

 30 / 10  
3

Multiply weights by average values 
(or us in regression) to adjust for importance
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Inverse probability weighting

Use propensity scores to weight 
observations by how "weird" they are

Observations with high probability of treatment 
who don't get it (and vice versa) have higher weight

+
Treatment

Propensity

1 − Treatment

1 − Propensity
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## # A tibble: 32 x 4
##      mpg    am propensity ip_weight
##    <dbl> <dbl>      <dbl>     <dbl>
##  1  21       1     0.461       2.17
##  2  21       1     0.461       2.17
##  3  22.8     1     0.598       1.67
##  4  21.4     0     0.492       1.97
##  5  18.7     0     0.297       1.42
##  6  18.1     0     0.260       1.35
##  7  14.3     0     0.0986      1.11
##  8  24.4     0     0.708       3.43
##  9  22.8     0     0.598       2.49
## 10  19.2     0     0.330       1.49
### … with 22 more rows

 
 

Row 7 is highly unlikely to be manual and isn't. 
Boring! Low IPW.

Row 8 is highly likely to be manual, but isn't. 
That's weird! High IPW.

augment(model_transmission, data = mtcars, type.predict = "response") %>%
  select(mpg, am, propensity = .fitted) %>%
   mutate(ip_weight = (am / propensity) + ((1 - am) / (1 - propensity)))
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Examples!
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